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1. Introduction 
For the high-power Wind Power Installation ( WPI) with a variable speed wind turbine the 
system of transformation of mechanical energy into electric energy of the alternating 
current, constructed under the scheme "the synchronous generator with constant magnets - 
the active rectifier - the voltage inverter" (fig. 1) is perspective. Then the system is called the 
Wind Power Generation System – WPGS. 
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Fig. 1. 
WPGS of this type implements the full set of options required from the generation for high-
power WPI, namely this: a generating mode at work on the nonlinear, asymmetric and non-
stationary loads, electric starter startup mode of the wind turbine, in-phase and parallel 
operation of an electric network and other WPI. 
In this paper we attempt to identify the main energy characteristics of system in 
sections GS , RS , IS , TS , NS  (fig. 1) when working on high-power electric network. Processes 
in the active rectifier and the voltage inverter are well studied at a constant frequency and 
voltage of the generator. The peculiarity of this study is the consideration of factors that 
arise when working within the system to generate WPI with a variable rotation speed of the 
wind turbine. These factors include: changing the frequency and the voltage of the 
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synchronous generator (G), as well as dependence of the generated power on shaft speed of 
the wind turbine. 
Presence in the system of the active rectifier (R) modifies the functional and energy potential 
of WPGS. The active rectifier with a PWM, which frequency is much higher than the voltage 
frequency of a synchronous generator (G), allows for a number of modes, significantly 
affecting the power consumption of G in the WPGS. 
As a result of the conducted research where as an example it is accepted that the active 
rectifier and the inverter are based on  the classical scheme of the two-level voltage inverter, 
the analytical description of  WPGS system is obtained at a variable speed of rotation of the 
wind turbine, the basic expressions for currents, voltage  and capacities of the synchronous 
generator, the voltage inverter are defined, algorithms of the management are offered by the 
active rectifier, and also the modular principle of construction of the voltage inverter and 
WPGS system as a whole are considered. 
2. Basic assumptions. Mathematical model of the system. 
For a generality of results of the analysis in the scheme elements which not always are 
obligatory are entered: 
f RL  - inductance of the cable connecting the generator and the active rectifier; 
T  - the matching transformer; 
f IC  - capacity of the output filter, for the smoothing of pulsations on a transformer input. 
The active rectifier and the voltage inverter are controlled by a high-frequency PWM, and 
their frequencies cRω  and cIω , correspondingly, are significantly higher than frequencies of 
the fundamental harmonic voltage of synchronous generator (ω ) and the electric voltage 
network (Ω ). The multiplicities of frequencies are constant, i.e. cR Ra constω ω = =  and 
cI Ia constω Ω = = . 
The electrical network has a capacity much bigger than the power of WPI.  
Let's assume also that the synchronous generator does not contain soothing contours and its 
magnetic system is linear.  
The generating mode is a subject to consideration. In this case, the active rectifier (R) 
entrusted with the tasks of forming a given voltage in the DC link dcU  and reactive power 
control on the frequency ω  in sections GS  and RS , while the voltage inverter (I) is tasked to 
ensure the specified quality and quantity of the generated current in the electric network .  
Let's consider that the capacity dcC in a DC link is big, the voltage regulator dcU in a control 
system works with the maximum speed and is non-static then in the established mode it is 
possible to accept that dcU const= . In this case in sections GS , RS it is possible to consider the 
electromagnetic processes irrespective of processes in sections IS , NS  and TS . 
It is convenient to study WPGS in the rotating coordinate systems. In this case in section 
GS the coordinate system rotates synchronously with the frequency of the generator voltage 
(ω ), and in sections IS , NS  respectively, with the frequency of the mains voltage (Ω ).  
Taking into account the accepted assumptions the mathematical model of SG in rotating system 
of co-ordinates, under condition of axis orientation d on a longitudinal axis of the 
synchronous generator will look like: 
www.intechopen.com
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 ,R G G
d
dt
Σ Σ Σ Σ Σ 0= − − − = −u r i L iψ ωψ ψ ψ   (1) 
where: td qΣ Ψ Σ⎡ ⎤= Ψ Ψ⎣ ⎦ψ , d d f R GdL iΣΨ = Ψ + , q q f R GqL iΣΨ = Ψ + , dΨ , qΨ - the magnetic flux 
of generator in the longitudinal and transverse axes, tR Rd Rqu u⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦u , tg Gd Gqi i⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦i  - 
vectors of the active rectifier voltages and currents of the generator; 
0 to⎡ ⎤= Ψ⎣ ⎦ψ  o , o constΨ = - the magnetic flux created by permanent magnets; 
{ },diag r rΣ Σ Σ=r , s LfRr r rΣ = + , sr , LfRr - the active resistances of stator phase windings of the 
generator and cable connecting the generator and active rectifier; 
{ },d qdiag L LΣ Σ Σ=L , d d f RL L LΣ = + , q q f RL L LΣ = + , dL , qL - inductance of the generator in the 
longitudinal and transverse axes; 
0
0
ω
ω
−⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
ω ,ω - circular frequency of the electromotive 
force (EMF) of SG ( varω = ). 
Selecting the generator currents as variables, after simple transformations, we obtain from 
equation (1): 
 [ ]0 ,tR G G G od E
dt
Σ Σ Σ= − − − + =u r i L i  L i e eω    (2)  
here o oE ω= Ψ - EMF-load of the generator ( varoE = ). 
Neglecting the active resistance it is possible to write down parity (2) in the scalar form 
,Gd GdRd Gd s d q Gq d q Gq
di di
u i r L L i L L i
dt dt
ω ωΣ Σ Σ Σ= − ⋅ − + ≈ − +  
 
Gq Gq
Rq Gq s q d Gd o q d Gd o
di di
u i r L L i E L L i E
dt dt
ω ωΣ Σ Σ Σ= − ⋅ − − + ≈ − − +   (3) 
In any section S active ( SP ), reactive ( SQ ) and apparent ( SS ) powers will be defined by 
means of the following parities: 
 ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) 12 2 23 3 3 3, , , , .
2 2 2 2
S d d q q S d q q d S S SP u i u i Q u i u i S P Q⎡ ⎤= = + = = − = +⎣ ⎦u i u i   (4) 
The mathematical description of the active rectifier and the inverter will be obtained by 
means of switching functions. We will consider that transistors and diodes are ideal keys. R 
and I are realized on base of the voltage inverter schematically presented in fig. 2.  
The phase voltage on alternating current clips is defined by means of parity: 
 
3
1
2 3 ; 1, 2, 3 ,m dc m k
k
k m
u U F F m
=
≠
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟
= − =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
∑   (5) 
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where mF - the switching functions of transistors mVT of the inverter which are defined by 
means of a following parity 
1, ;
0,
m
m
m
VT is switched on
F
VT is switched off
−⎧
= ⎨
−⎩ .
 
 
dcU
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Fig. 2. 
They also can be defined by means of a series: 
1
sin 2 sin( ) cos( );m m msj k mcj k
j
F M F j a F j aθ ϑ ϑ
∞
=
= + ⋅ + ⋅∑  
( ) ( )( 1) [ 1 cos sin ] ;
j
j
msj mF j M
j
pi θ
pi
−
= − − ⋅  
( 1)
sin( sin ) ;
j
mcj mF j M
j
pi θ
pi
−
= ⋅  
SPWM SPWM
SVPWM SVPWM
max
; 1 ;
2 3 ; 2 3 ;
c sc
c sc
u u
M M
u u
⎧ ⎧⎪ ⎪
= =⎨ ⎨⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎩
 
2
( 1) ;
3
m cm
piθ ϑ φ= − − +  
where: tϑ ω= , k ca ω ω= , cω , ω - the cyclic frequencies of PWM and an of operating signal, 
accordingly, M, maxM  – the depth (index) of modulation and its maximum value, cu  - 
amplitude of the control input wave, scu - the amplitude of saw tooth carrier wave, cϕ - the 
phase of the control input wave, is defined by the chosen algorithm of control. 
After a number of transformations we will obtain for SPWM 
 [ ]3 3 1
0
sin( ) 2 ( 1) ( ) sin (3 1) ;p kdcm dc m k k m
p k
p
U
u U M p J p M a p kθ pi ϑ θ
pi
∞ ∞
+
+
=−∞ =−∞
≠
= + − ⋅ ⋅ + +∑ ∑ 1  (6) 
where ( )3 1 ....kJ + - Bessel functions of the first kind of an order 3k+1. 
Obviously, expression for the fundamental component will look like: 
(1) sin( ) 2m dc mu U M θ= . 
                                                 
1 In this parity and further the high-frequency harmonics are defined for SPWM.  
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If we introduce the operator of rotation ( )exp 2 3 , 1a i ipi= ⋅ = − , , 1,2,3mu m = the three 
voltages can be written in the orthogonal coordinate system: 
2
1 2 3
2
( ).
3
u u i u u a u a uαβ α β= + ⋅ = + ⋅ + ⋅  
Using parity (6), we will obtain: 
 [ ]
3
1 3 1 1
0
( 1)
sin( ) ( )sin (3 1) ;
2
p k
dc dc
k
p k
p
U U
u M J p M ap k
p
α θ pi ϑ θpi
+∞ ∞
+
=−∞ =−∞
≠
−
= + ⋅ ⋅ + +∑ ∑   (7) 
 [ ]
3
1 3 1 1
0
( 1)
cos( ) ( )cos (3 1) .
2
p k
dc dc
k
p k
p
U U
u M J p M ap k
p
β θ pi ϑ θpi
+∞ ∞
+
=−∞ =−∞
≠
−
= − − ⋅ ⋅ + +∑ ∑   (8) 
We will determine the current in a direct current link ( dci ) by means of parity: 
3
1
,dc gm m
m
i i F
=
= ∑  where gmi - the instant value of phase currents of the generator. The average 
value of current dci  from the condition of equality of the active power in AC and DC circuits 
of inverter is: (1)3 cos 4 ,dcoI MI ϕ=  here ϕ - an angle shift between the fundamental 
harmonic of phase voltage and an inverter current, (1)I - the amplitude of inverter current, 
dcoI  - the mean value of a current in a DC link. 
In the analysis of electromagnetic processes in sections IS , TS , NS we will assume that 
kIω >> Ω . In a first approximation it allows to neglect the effect of capacitors f IC . When 
considering the transformer (T), we assume that its magnetic system is unsaturated, active 
losses and the magnetization current are zero and its influence on the processes we take into 
account with the total leakage inductance ( TLσΣ ) and transformation factor ( Tk ): 
1 2 ;Tk w w=   
2
1 2 1 2`T T T T T TL L L L L kσ σ σ σ σΣ = + = + ⋅ ; where 1w , 2w , - the number of turns of 
primary and secondary windings of the transformer, 1TLσ , 2TLσ - the leakage inductance of 
primary and secondary windings, respectively.  
We will express the voltage of an electric network through the voltage on a primary 
winding of the transformer using the relation: `N N Tu u k= ⋅ . The equivalent inductance in 
the output circuit of inverter: I f TL L LσΣ= + .  
Taking into account the accepted assumptions WPGS can be presented in the form of two 
equivalent circuits, for example, in phase coordinates fig. 3 and fig. 4.  
In these figures dependent sources of voltage which reflect the voltages R and I in 
alternating current clips are presented in the form of rhombs. These voltages are defined by 
relation (5). 
3. Basic energy indicators in the chain of "synchronous generator - active 
rectifier"  
The power quality parameters of electromagnetic processes in WPGS determine the 
technical efficiency of converting mechanical energy of a shaft rotating with a variable speed 
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Fig. 4. 
wind turbine into electrical energy by means of a synchronous generator and the voltage 
inverter, and the degree of influence of WPGS on the electric network through quality 
indicators of the electricity generated.  
The basic indicators include: efficiency, power factor, and factors of harmonics and 
distortions of currents and voltages. For calculation of these indicators the definition of the 
operating values of currents and voltages in system elements is necessary, therefore they 
also are indirect power indicators. 
For generality of the results, we introduce the relative units, as a basic value we choose the 
following:  
` `3 ; ;
3
dc
dc N ȏ N
U
U U E U= = =  ȏȏ
o
E
ω =
Ψ
; ( ) ( )1 ;ȏ ȏ f d ȏ dX L L L qω ω= + = +  
 
3
;
2
ȏȏ Șȕ ȏ ȏ ȏ
ȏ
Е
I I S E I
X
= = = ⋅ ; , , , , ,o cRo R
ȏ ȏ ȏ ȏ
E u i
E u i a
E E I
ωω
ω ω
ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= = = = = =     (9) 
where `NU  - the amplitude value of voltage of electrical network, referred to the primary 
winding, cRω the cyclic frequency PWM of an active rectifier. 
Denote: 
 
f
d
L
q
L
= ;
aq
x
ad
L
k
L
= ;
ad
L
L
σ
σ = ;
1
q x
L
d
L k
k
L
σ
σ
+
= =
+
.   (10) 
Taking into account (9) and (10) we obtain: 
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, , ,
1 1 1
, .
1
f R qd
f R d q L
ȏ ȏ ȏ
L
d d f R q q f R
X Xq X
X X X k
X q X q X q
k q
X X X X X X
q
ω ω ω
ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ Σ
= = = = = =
+ + +
+
= + = = + =
+
 
Considering relative units and the entered designations of the equation (3) will become: 
 
;
1
,
1
LGd Gd
Rd d q Gq Gq
Gq GqL
Rq q d Gd Gd
k qdi di
u X X i i
d d q
di dik q
u X X i i
d q d
ω ω
ϑ ϑ
ω ω ω ω
ϑ ϑ
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ Σ
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ Σ
+
= − + = − + ⋅
+
+
= − − + = − ⋅ − +
+
   (11) 
where tϑ ω= . 
Accordingly, we will define the power for the basic harmonics in sections GS  also RS  by 
means of expressions: 
 
1 1
2 2 2 22 2
,
; ;
[( ) ( ) ] ; [( ) ( ) ] ;
SGo SRo SNo gqo
SGo Gdo Gqo Gqo Gdo SRo Rdo Gqo Rqo Gdo
SGo SNo SGo SRo SNo SRo
P P P i
Q u i u i Q u i u i
S P Q S P Q
ω∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
⎧
= = =⎪⎪
= − = −⎨⎪⎪
= + = +⎩
  (12) 
 
here it is considered that at the accepted assumptions the active power is identical and equal 
in all sections to the power generated in an electric network ( SNoP
∗ ). 
Taking into account the higher harmonics value of active power will not change, and to 
calculate inactive and a total power it is necessary to apply the following relations:  
, , , ,
2 2 2 2
; ; ;
( ) ( ) ; ( ) ( )
SG SR SGo SG G rms G rms SR R rms G rms
SG SG SG SR SR SR
P P P S U I S U I
Q S P Q S P
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= = = =
= − = −
  
We will define the power factor in sections RS also RS  by means of parities: 
 cos ; cosG SG SG iG uG SG R SR SR iG uR SRǾ S Ǿ Sχ ν ν ϕ χ ν ν ϕ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= = = = ,  (13) 
 
where: (1), ,iSG G rms G rmsI Iν
∗ ∗
= , (1), ,uSG G rms G rmsU Uν
∗ ∗
= , (1), ,uSR R rms R rmsU Uν
∗ ∗
= , iSν  , uSν , Sϕ - a 
fundamental factors  of current and voltage, and also a shift angle between the basic 
harmonics of  current and voltage accordingly in sections GS  and RS , (1),G rmsI
∗ , ,G rmsI
∗ , 
(1),G rmsU
∗ , ,G rmsU
∗ , (1),R rmsU
∗ , ,R rmsU
∗ - root-mean-square – RMS of  the basic harmonics and full 
values of a current and a voltage in corresponding sections. 
Assuming that the EMF-load of generator ( Gme
∗ ) and the control voltage of an active rectifier 
( Rcmu
∗ ) varies according to the law:  
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2
cos ( 1) ; sin( ) ;
3
2
( 1) ; ; 1,2,3 ( , , );
3 2
Gm Rcm m
m Rc
e m u M
m t m a b c
pi
ω ϑ θ
pi piθ ϑ φ ϑ ω
∗ ∗ ∗⎡ ⎤
= − − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= − − + − = =
 
and taking into account the relation (7, 8), we obtain expressions for the quantities Rdu
∗ and 
Rqu
∗ : exp[ ( )]Rdq Rd Rq Ru u i u u iαβ γ ϑ∗ ∗= + ⋅ = − ⋅ , where ( ) 2γ ϑ ϑ pi= − . 
At the analysis in «d q» co-ordinates it is convenient to present the three control input waves 
of the active rectifier in the form of two orthogonal projections on d and q axes, then 
sin ; cosd Rc q RcM M M Mϕ ϕ= = , it is obvious that 2 2d qM M M= + . 
After the transformations we will obtain an expression for voltage of the active rectifier in «d 
q» co-ordinates:  
; ;Rd Rdo Rd Rq Rqo Rqu u u u u u
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= + ∆ = + ∆  3 2 ; 3 2 ;Rdo d Rqo qu M u M
∗ ∗
= =  
 [ ]3 1
0
3 ( 1)
( )cos 3 (3 1)( 2 ) ;
p k
Rd k R Rc
p k
p
u J p M a p k k
p
pi ϑ ϑ pi ϕ
pi
+∞ ∞
∗
+
=−∞ =−∞
≠
−∆ = ⋅ ⋅ + + + −∑ ∑   (14) 
[ ]3 1
0
3 ( 1)
( )sin 3 (3 1)( 2 )
p k
Rq k R Rc
p k
p
u J p M a p k k
p
pi ϑ ϑ pi ϕ
pi
+∞ ∞
∗
+
=−∞ =−∞
≠
−∆ = ⋅ ⋅ + + + −∑ ∑ , 
here Rdou
∗ , Rqou
∗  - the orthogonal components in d and q coordinates of the basic harmonic of 
voltage of the active rectifier; Rdu
∗∆ , Rqu
∗∆ - the orthogonal components in d and q co-
ordinates of the high-frequency harmonics of voltage of the active rectifier. 
In the steady operating mode for a particular value of generator voltage frequency (ω∗ ) 
with the help of relations (11) and (14) we can determine an analytical expression for the 
generator currents. To do this in (14) we will allocate sinus and cosine components 
( Rds pkU
∗ , Rdc pkU
∗ , Rqs pkU
∗ , Rqc pkU
∗ ) of the harmonics with frequencies 3pk Ra p kν ω ω= + : 
 
( )
( )
sin (3 1) 2 ;
cos (3 1) 2 ;
Rds pk kp Rc
Rdc pk kp Rc
U g k
U g k
pi φ
pi φ
∗
∗
⎡ ⎤= − + −⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦
( )
( )
cos (3 1) 2 ;
sin (3 1) 2 ,
Rqs pk kp Rc
Rqc pk kp Rc
U g k
U g k
pi φ
pi φ
∗
∗
⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤= + −⎣ ⎦
  (15) 
here 3 1
3 ( 1)
( )
p k
kp kg J p M
p
pi
pi
+
+
−
= ⋅ ⋅ . 
The equation for the generator current can be represented as a sum of components from the 
fundamental ( Gdoi
∗ , Gqoi
∗ ) and the high-frequency ( Gdi
∗∆ , Gqi
∗∆ ) harmonics  
;Gd Gdo Gd Gq Gqo Gqi i i i i i
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= + ∆ = + ∆ . 
Then, using equations (11) and (15), we obtain 
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1 13 3 1
, 1 1 .
2 2( ) ( )
RqoRdo
Gqo Rdo d Gdo q
q L L
uq qu
i u M i M
X k q k qω ω ω ω
∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ
+ +
= = ⋅ = = − = −
+ +
  
 
0
0
( ) sin( 3 ) cos( 3 ) ;
( ) sin( 3 ) cos( 3 ) ;
Gd Gds pk R Gdc pk R
p k
p
Gq Gqs pk R Gqc pk R
p k
p
i I a p k I a p k
i I a p k I a p k
ϑ ϑ ϑ
ϑ ϑ ϑ
∞ ∞
∗ ∗ ∗
=−∞ =−∞
≠
∞ ∞
∗ ∗ ∗
=−∞ =−∞
≠
⎡ ⎤∆ = + + +⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤∆ = + + +⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
  (16) 
where: 
[ ( 3 )] ; [ ( 3 )] ;Gds pk kp Rqspk Rdc pk R Gdc pk kp Rqc pk Rdspk RI gd U U a p k I gd U U a p k
∗ ∗
= − + = − +  
[ ( 3 )]; [ ( 3 )] ,Gqs pk kp Rdspk Rqc pk R Gqc pk kp Rdc pk Rqspk RI gq U U a p k I gq U U a p k
∗ ∗
= + + = + +  
here 21 [( 3 ) 1]kp R dgd a p k X Σ= + − , 
21 [( 3 ) 1]kp R qgq a p k X Σ= − + − . 
Voltage of the synchronous generator is defined as follows: 
;Gd Gd Gdo Gq Gq Gqou u u u u u
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= ∆ + = ∆ +  
 
;)cos(
2
3
1
1
;)sin(
2
3
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
+
+
=+=
+
=−=
∗∗∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗
RcGdofRRqoGqo
Rc
L
L
GqofRRdoGdo
Mq
q
iXuu
M
qk
k
iXuu
ϕω
ϕ
  
(17)
 
; .
GqGd
Gd Rd Rf Rf Gq Gq Rq Rf Rf Gd
d idi
u u X X i u u X X i
d dϑ ϑ
∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∆
∆ = ∆ + − ∆ ∆ = ∆ + + ∆  
here Gdou
∗ , Gqou
∗  - the orthogonal components in the d and q coordinates of the fundamental 
harmonic of generator voltage, Gdu
∗∆ , Gqu∗∆ - the orthogonal components in the d and q 
coordinates of the high-frequency harmonics of generator voltage. 
From (16a) and (17) can easily be obtained the following useful relations: 
 ( ) , ( ) (1 )Gdo L Rdo L Gqo Rqou k u k q u u q qω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= + = + + .  (18) 
RMS of the active rectifier voltage ( ,R rmsU
∗ ) and its fundamental factor can be determined if 
we use the following properties of switching functions mF  [1]: 
( ) ( )2 22
0 0
1 1 1 1
; 1 0.5 ; , 1,2,3; ( ).
2 2 2 2
j j iF d F F d M i j i j
pi pi
ϑ ϑ
pi pi
⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ≈ ⋅ − = ≈∫ ∫  
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Then: 
(1),
,
,
2 ; 3 2.
R rms
R rms uR
R rms
U
U M M
U
ν∗ = = =  
We define RMS of the generator current through the equation: 
 2 2 2, ( ) ( ) ( ) 2G rms Gdo Gqo GI i i I
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= + + ∆ ,   (19) 
where  
 ( )
1
2 22
1 2 2
6 1
( 1) ( 1)
R
G
R R
a
I J M
a a
pi
pi ω
∗
∗
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+∆ ≈ ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⋅ + −⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
.   (19а) 
Then the fundamental factor of the generator current can be estimated using the relation:  
2 2
2 2 2
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
Gdo Gqo
iG
Gdo Gqo Gdq
i i
i i I
ν
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
+
=
+ + ∆
. 
We will determine RMS of the generator voltage considering that, 1Lk → , then:  
( )
2
2
, 2
1 1 3
cos cos
22 (1 )
G rms cU M M
q
ω θ φ∗ ∗
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥= + ⋅ − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥+ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
, 
where θ  - the angle between the main harmonics of the EMF and the generator voltage. In 
accordance with the vector diagram (fig. 5) θ is given by: Gdo Gqoarctgu uθ ∗ ∗= . 
 
Fig. 5. 
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In fig.6 as an illustration of the possibilities suggested by the mathematical model of the 
system the calculated dependences of some power indicators as change of frequency of 
rotation of the wind turbine for a mode 0Gdoi
∗
= , i.e. when a phase of a current and EMF of 
the generator coincide are presented. In this case the active filter increases the 
voltage Ro Gu e
∗ ∗> . 
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Fig. 6. 
Dependence of the fundamental factor of the generator current on the modulation depth 
and speed of the wind turbine for different multiplicities of frequencies is presented in fig. 7. 
It follows from these graphs, in engineering calculations, and when 15 20Ra > ÷  and 
0.4 0.8ω∗ = ÷ you can take 1iRν ≈ . This means that the active power generated by the system 
is determined by the fundamental harmonics of current and voltage.  
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Fig. 7. 
Let's consider the character of change of generated power, and also currents and voltages 
using (11), (12) and (16а,). For the real synchronous generators it is characteristic Ld ≈ Lq, 
i.e. 1Lk → ; besides this, usually, the inequality f dL L<  takes place, so 1q < .  
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For WPI with a variable speed wind turbine the generated active power ( WToP
∗ ) in the 
working range ( min max{ , }WT WTω ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗∈ ) is determined by the speed of the wind and can be 
calculated for the known characteristics of the turbine using the relation: 
 3( )WToP γ ω∗ ∗= ⋅ .   (20) 
where γ - a constant coefficient determined by the design of wind turbine; 
min max{ , }WT WTω ω
∗ ∗ - the working range, also characterized by the value 
max minWT WT WTD ω ω
∗ ∗
= ; min max,WT WTω ω
∗ ∗ - the minimum and maximum operating speed of 
WT, respectively.  
Obviously, the active power generated by the system ( RoP
∗ ) should satisfy the inequality:  
Ro WToP P
∗ ∗≥ . 
The orthogonal components of voltages in the sections RS and GS  for a given active power 
are determined, as it follows from (12), according to the expression:  
1 ; 1 ;
1 1(1 )
LRo Ro L
Rqo Gqo
L LRdo Gdo
k qP P k
u u
k ku u q
ω ω
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ +
= ⋅ − = ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
− −+⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 
On the other hand, the active power generated by system  
 
1 1
.Rdo GdoRo Gq Gqo Gqo Rdo Gdo
L Lq q
q qu u
P e i i u u
k q kX X
ω ω ω
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
Σ
+ +
= = = = = =
+
  (21) 
At 1Lk → (1 )Ro Rdo GdoP u q u
∗ ∗ ∗
≈ = + . 
Fig. 8 shows the dependence Rqou
∗ of Rdou
∗ for different values RoP
∗ . Constancy of the active 
power is carried out on the sites of characteristics between the points of «a» and «b» outside 
of these points the modulation index (M) is limited and the active power decreases. 
The total power and power factor in the section RS   are defined by the relations:  
1
2 2 2[( ) ( ) ]Ro Go GoS Q P
∗ ∗ ∗
= + , cos R Ro RoǾ Sϕ ∗ ∗= , 
where the reactive power RoQ
∗  is determined by the ratio 
 2 2
1 1
( ) ( ) .
( )
Ro Rdo Rqo Rqo
L
q
Q u u u
k qω ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
+
= + −
+
  (22) 
On fig. 9, 10 the dependences of RS
∗ and ( )cos Rϕ onω∗  are presented. As can be seen from 
figure 9 at a certain frequencies, there is a minimum total power that takes place at zero 
values of the inactive power. Denote the frequency at which there is a minimum of full 
power as 0ω
∗  , while its value is determined using the relation 
2 2
0
(1 )( ) ( ) 1
(1 )
Rdо Gdо
Rqо Gqо
L LRqо Gqо
qu u
u u
k ku u
ω
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
+
= + = +
+⋅ ⋅
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a) 
 
b) 
Fig. 8. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 10. 
As appears from (22), the orthogonal components Rdоu∗ also Rqоu∗  are connected by the 
equation 
 
2
2
2 1
Rqo
Rdo
Q Q Q
uu
R R
ω
γ
∗
∗
∗
⎛ ⎞
−⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟+ =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
,   (23) 
where: 
 2( ) (1 ), ( 2)Q L Q Rok q q R Qγ ω ω∗ ∗ ∗= + + = + .  (24) 
Expression (23) is the equation of an ellipse with the major axis - 2 da  and the minor axis -
2 qb  that we find from the following expressions:  
;d Q Q q Qa R b Rγ= = . 
Thus the ellipse centre in «d q» co-ordinates is located in a point ( )0, 2ω∗ .  
Considering the known relation [8], equation (23) in polar coordinates takes the form:  
( ) ( )
2
222 2 2
0 0 0 0 0( ) [1 cos ] 2 ( ) cos cos sin sin [1 cos ] 0,ǿГ
q
u q
d
b
b
a
ρ φ ε φ ρ φ ρ φ φ φ φ ρ ε φ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥
⋅ − − + + ⋅ − ⋅ − =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 
where co-ordinates of the centre of the ellipse 0ρ , 0φ  and the parameter ε are defined by 
means of expressions 
 
2
2
0 0
1
; ; 1 .
2 2
q L
d L
bn k
a k q
piρ φ ε
∗ ⎛ ⎞
−
= = = − =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ +⎝ ⎠
  (25) 
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Considering (24) ÷ (25) we will obtain the following expression for the locus of voltage 
2 2( ) ( )Ro Rdo Rqou u u
∗ ∗ ∗
= + in section RS
∗  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2sin sin 4 1 cos 2 1 cos ; 0, 2 .Ro Rou Qω φ ω φ ω ε φ ε φ φ pi∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + + − − ∈⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  
The dependence ( )Rou φ∗  for different valuesω∗  and the value of reactive power RoQ∗  are 
shown in Figure 11. Here and below, a circle with a radius max 3 2Rou
∗
=  is limiting mode 
with 1M = , i.e. outside this circle the modulation depth is limited, and therefore the ratios 
obtained above are valid only inside the circle. The negative value of the reactive power 
RoQ
∗ means that in the given section the current of the basic harmonic lags behind of a 
voltage phase. 
Considering Ro RdoP u
∗ ∗
≈ , from fig. 11b it follows that the maximum active power ( maxRoP
∗ ) 
which is defined by the maximum projection of locus on a «d» axis, essentially depends on 
size of the reactive power ( RoQ
∗ ), and at a negative value of RoQ
∗  maxRoP
∗  decreases. Indeed 
from (23) and (24) we obtain: 
2
max ( 2)Ro Q Q RoP R Qγ ω ω∗ ∗ ∗ ∗≈ ≈ + . 
By changing the coordinates Rdou
∗ , Rqou
∗  we obtain the possibility to control the active power 
generated and the reactive power consumed from the generator on the fundamental 
harmonic. 
Using the relation Ro SR RoQ tg Ǿϕ∗ ∗=  and assuming 0q = that equation (23) can be rewritten in 
the variables RоP∗ and Rqоu∗  
 
( ) ( )
2 2
2 2
2 2 1
1 1
2 2
Ro SR L Rqo
L L SR L SR
P tg k u
k k tg k tg
ω ωϕ
ω ωϕ ϕ
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
− ⋅ −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⋅ + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
  (26) 
( ) ( )2 21 ; 1
2 2
d L L SR q L SRa k k tg b k tg
ω ωϕ ϕ
∗ ∗
= + = + . 
Thus the ellipse centre in «d q» co-ordinates is located in a point  
( )(1 ) 2 , 2SR Ltg k qω ϕ ω∗ ∗⋅ ⋅ +  
2
2 2
0 0 2
1 1
1 ( ) ; ; 1 1 .
2 (1 )
SR L
SR L L
n b
tg k arctg
tg k a k q
ρ ϕ φ ε
ϕ
∗ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + ⋅ = = − = −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⋅ +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 
The maximum active power generated for the each set of parameters is determined by the 
point on the graph, as shown, for example, in fig.12a. From the relation (26) we obtain 
2
max 2 2[ 1 ( ) ]Ro d L SR L SR L SRP a k tg k tg k tgω ϕ ω ϕ ϕ∗ ∗ ∗= + = + + . 
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Fig. 11. 
The graph of dependence maxRoP
∗ on the frequency of rotationω∗  and SRϕ  for the various Lk  
is presented in fig. 13. 
The above reasoning and results of calculations allow drawing a conclusion that thanks to 
possibility of independent regulation by means of the active rectifier of orthogonal 
components of the resultant voltage vector Ru , modes with various ( )cos Rϕ  values at 
change ω∗ are possible in the system. 
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Fig. 12. 
Phases of the fundamental harmonics of current and voltage of the generator 
coincide. 
The vector diagram for the fundamental harmonics of current and voltage in the given 
mode is shown in fig. 14. As appears from the given diagram 
( ) do qo gdo gqotg i i u uθ ∗ ∗ ∗= = . 
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Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. 
This ratio provides a functional link between the orthogonal components 
3 2do du M
∗
= and 3 2qo qu M
∗
= . For this we use the relations (16) and (17), as a result we 
obtain: 
 
1 (1 )
Rqo q RdoL
Rdo d Rqo d
u uk q
qu u
ω γ
γ γ ω
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
− +
⋅ =
+ + −
,  (27) 
where ( ) , 1 (1 )q q q L L d d dX X k k q X X qγ γΣ Σ= = + = = + . 
Expression (27) represents the ellipse equation, in a canonical form this equation will become: 
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22
0
2 2
( )( )
1
( )
Rqo qRdo
u
u uu
R Rγ
∗ ∗∗ +
+ = ,  (28) 
where the semi-major axis d ua Rγ=  and semi-minor axis qb R=  , values of uγ , R and 0qu∗ are 
determined by the relations: 
0
1
; (1 ); ( 1)
1 2 2
L
u q
L
k q
R q u q
q k
ω ωγ
∗ ∗
∗+
= ⋅ = + = −
+
. 
The equation (28) in polar co-ordinates looks like: 
 ( )
2 2 2 2
2 2
d 2 2
( 1)sin ( 1) sin 4 (1 cos )
( ) ( ) , 0, 2 ,
2 1 cos
Ro o qo
Ro
q q q
u u u
φ φ ε ϕω φ pi
ε φ
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ − − + − + ⋅ −
= + = ∈
−
(29) 
where 
22
2
2
2
22
2 2
( ) 1
1 1 ( ) 1 , ;
1
11
1 1 1 , .
( ) ( )
Lu
u L
L
Ro
L L
Lu u
k qR есșȖ q k
q kR
qR
k есșȖ q k
k qR
γ γ
ε
γ γ
⎧ ⎛ ⎞+⎪
− = − = − >⎜ ⎟
+⎪⎪ ⎝ ⎠
= ⎨⎪ ⎛ ⎞+
− = − = − <⎜ ⎟⎪
+⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎩
 
The character of change Rou
∗  as the function of φ  is shown in fig.15. 
In figure 16 the loci are constructed in accordance with the relation (29) for the different 
values ofω∗ , q  and Lk . With the increase of q  (fig.16a), with the same value Rdo Rou P
∗ ∗
≡ , the 
coordinate Rqou
∗  changes sign and increases the module. 
 
MuRo
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3
=
∗
Ra ud γ=
Rbq =
∗
qu0 d
q
Rcϕ
1<q
dRdo Mu
2
3
=
∗
qRqo Mu
2
3
=
∗
φ
 
Fig. 15. 
At 1Lk →  (fig.16) the loci are circles, while it should be noted that when 1 1.1Lk = ÷  you 
can take 1Lk = . At a constant ω
∗  in this mode, the voltage module Rou
∗  increase should be 
accompanied by the growth of the both orthogonal components dou
∗  and qou
∗ .  
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Fig. 16. 
The loci of voltage and current of the generator in this mode are determined by the 
following relations: 
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2 2
2 1
2 2
Gqo
Gdo
L
uu
k
ω
ω ω
∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
−⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
, 
2 2
sin
sin cos
L
Go
L
k
u
k
ω φ
φ φ
∗
∗ +
=
+
, 
 
2
2
1
2 1
1 1 1
2 2
do qo
L
q
i i
q q
k
∗
∗
⎛ ⎞+⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟
−⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ =⎜ ⎟+ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
, 
2 2
cos ( 1)
sin cos
Go
L
q
i
k
φ
φ φ
∗ ⋅ +
=
+
.  (30) 
The three loci ( Gou
∗ , Rou
∗ , Goi
∗ ), built on the same graph, are shown in figure 17.  
From the graph and the relation (30) it follows that the maximum values of a current in 
orthogonal axes are: 
 max max(1 ) 2 ; (1 ) 2do qo Li q i q k
∗ ∗
= + = + .  (31) 
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Fig. 17. 
Taking into account, that 
d
2
L (1 ) 1 13
2
Ro ȏ
Ro Rdo d
L Lȏ
P q q q
P u M
k q k qE
ω∗ ∗+ + +
= = =
+ +
, 
Equation (28) can be rewritten in the coordinates ( ,Ro RqoP u
∗ ∗ ) 
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 ( )
22
0
2 2
( )( )
1
Rqo qRo
L
u uP
RR k
∗ ∗∗ +
+ = ,  (32) 
0(1 ); ( 1)
2 2
qR q u q
ω ω∗ ∗∗
= + = − . 
( )
( )
1
22 2
2 2
22
(1 )sin {[(1 )sin ] 4 cos }
( ) ( )
2[(sin ) cos ]
L
Ro Rqo
L
q q qk
P u
k
φ φ φ
ω
φ φ
∗ ∗ ∗ − + + ++ = ⋅
+
.  
The graph of Rqou
∗ change at a variation of RoP
∗  is shown in fig. 18. 
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Fig. 18. 
The limiting locus is determined by the condition  
2 2 1d qM M+ ≤ , 
whence we obtain  
 
22
limlim
2 2
( )( )
1
1 3 3
2 2
RqoRo
L
uP
q
k q
∗∗
+ =
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
.  (33) 
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2 2
lim lim
2
2 2
3 1
( ) ( )
2
(cos ) (sin )
1
Ro Rqo
L
P u
k q
q
φ φ
∗ ∗+ =
⎛ ⎞+
+⎜ ⎟
+⎝ ⎠
. 
For a given active power RoP
∗  limiting the value of the modulation of control input wave on 
the transverse axis (q) is determined using the relation 
2
lim
( )2
1
(1 )3
L
q Ro
k q
M P
q
∗⎡ ⎤+
= − ⎢ ⎥
+⎣ ⎦
. 
As appears from fig.18, with increasing of the frequency of rotation of the shaft WT (ω∗ ) 
there is an increase in active power and for each the value ω∗ holds the maximum value of 
active power maxRoP
∗ , which is defined by the relation: 
 max dmax max2
L (1 ) 13
(1 )
22
Ro ȏ
Ro dP
Lȏ L
P q q
P q M
k qE k
ω ω∗∗ + +
= = + =
+
,  (34) 
while taking into account the introduced relative units (9), the real value of power can be 
found from the expression: 
2
max dL 2Ro ȏ ȏ LP E kω ω∗= ⋅ . 
The maximum power is achieved with the following voltage maxRqo RqoPu u
∗ ∗
=  and 
maxRdo RdoPu u
∗ ∗
=  and also voltage maxRo RoPu u
∗ ∗
= : 
 
max 0 max max max
2
2 2 2
max max max
3 3
(1 ) , ,
2 2 2 2
( )
( ) ( ) ( 1) .
2
L
RqoP q qP RdoP dP
L
L
RoP RqoP RqoP
L
k q
u u q M u M
k
k q
u u u q
k
ω ω
ω
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗
+
= − = − = = =
+
= + = ⋅ − +
  (35) 
At this point the generator voltage in accordance with (35) and (18) is determined by the 
relations: 
max max2 , (1 ) 2( ) ,GqoP GdoP L Lu u k q k qω ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= = − +  
 
2
2 2
max max max
(1 )
( ) ( ) 1 .
2
L
GoP GqoP GqoP
L
k q
u u u
k q
ω∗∗ ∗ ∗ ⎡ ⎤−
= + = ⋅ + ⎢ ⎥
+⎣ ⎦
  (36) 
In accordance with (34) and (35) the parameters of control signals for the point with 
maximum capacity are determined by the following relations 
max max; (1 );
3 3
L
dP qP
L
k q
M M q
k
ω ω∗ ∗+
= ⋅ = ⋅ −  
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2
2 max
max max
max
( )
( 1) ; ;
3 (1 )
L LdP
P RcP
L qP L
k q k qM
M q arctg arctg
k M k q
ω ϕ
∗ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ +
= ⋅ − + = =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⋅ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
 
 
Dependence of the active power on the frequency of rotation (ω∗ ), values of the modulation 
depth of control input wave on the transverse axis ( qM ) and parameters Lk and q  is defined 
as follows: 
1
2 2 2
1 3
( 1)
2 2 2
Ro q
L
P M q
k
ω ω∗ ∗∗
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪
= − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
. 
Graphs of the dependence of active power from the valuesω∗ , qM  are presented in fig.19. 
 
 
                                   (a)                                                                              (b) 
Fig. 19. 
As follows from (32a) and fig.19 the same value of active power RoǾ∗  can be realized for the 
two values of voltage along the transverse axis Rqou
∗  (fig.19) - «operating mode 1 and 2». 
These voltages are defined by the relation 
2
2
1,2 ( 1) ( 1) ( )
2 2
Rqo L Rou q q k P
ω ω∗ ∗∗ ∗⎡ ⎤
= − − + −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∓ . 
Considering (18) the generator voltage in these modes will be defined as follows: 
 
22
1,2
2 2
2
1,2
, ,
2 2 1 1
2 2
1 ( 1) (1 ) .
12 (1 )
L Ro L
Gqo Gdo Ro
L Ro L Ro
Go L
k P k
u u P
q q
k P k P
u k q
qq
ω ω
ω
ω ω
∗∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗∗
∗
∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= − =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟++ ⋅⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∓
∓
  (37) 
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Fig. 20. 
From fig.20 it is clear that the larger value of voltage u∗ corresponds to the lower value of 
current Goi
∗ , while 1 2Gqo Gqoi i
∗ ∗
= that follows from (5a). 
1 2
22
1,2
1,2
,
1 1
1 .
2 2
Gqo Gqo Rdo q Ro
Rqo L Ro
Gdo
i i u X P
u k Pq q
i
ω
ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ
∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗
⎧ = = =⎪⎪⎨ ⎛ ⎞+ +⎛ ⎞⎪ = − = ± − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎩
 
At the point when the power is maximum for a given frequency of rotation ( maxRo RoP P
∗ ∗
= ), 
(the relation (34)), the orthogonal components of currents and voltages are determined by 
the relations (31), (37).  
The full value of the generator current is:  
22
1,2
1 2
1 (1 ) 1 2
2 (1 ) (1 )
L RoRo
Go L
k Pq P
i k
q qω ω
∗∗
∗
∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞+
= + − ± − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
. 
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Graphs of the dependences Rqou
∗ , Goi
∗  and Gou
∗  fromω∗  are presented in fig.30. In these graphs 
to the right of points «a, b, c, d» there is a limitation of the depth of modulation, and the 
proposed model becomes inadequate to the real modes.  
The first mode on the graphs of fig.21 is characterized by the fact that the generator voltage 
does not change significantly with variation ofω∗ . From fig.21d it follows that in mode 1 the 
system has a positive internal differential resistance and therefore may be potentially 
unstable at some disturbing effects. 
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Fig. 21. 
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It should be noted that the mode when the phases of voltage and current of the fundamental 
harmonics are the same, essentially involves a change of Gou
∗  and Goi
∗  under the change of 
frequency of rotation of the shaft of WT (ω∗ ). 
The equation (28) can be rewritten in the co-ordinates of orthogonal components of a control 
input wave ( , )d qM M : 
 
2
2
2 2
( 1)
3( )
1
(1 ) (1 )
3 3
q
d
u
M q
M
q q
ω
ω ωγ
∗
∗ ∗
⎡ ⎤
+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦+ =
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
+ +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
,  (38) 
Expression (38) defines a parametric relationship between the orthogonal components, 
which ensures the phase coincidence of the main of harmonics of the generator voltage and 
current. This ratio allows us to propose the following control algorithm, in which the active 
power is given. This solution is useful for the application of the system in the WPI.  
In accordance with (16b), (21) and (38), we obtain:  
- given the active power - RoP
∗ , when the condition max max (1 ) 2Ro Ro LP P q kω
∗ ∗ ∗≤ = +  
must be respected;  
- the longitudinal component of the modulation ( dM ) of the control signal is determined 
by 2( ) 3(1 )d L RoM k q P q
∗
= + + ;  
- the transverse component of the modulation ( qM ) of the control input wave is 
determined by 
2 2
1,2
2
( 1) ( 1)
3 3 3
q L RoM q q k P
ω ω∗ ∗ ∗⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞
= − − + −⎢ ⎥ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∓ - here 1qM - 
corresponds to the mode 1, and 2qM - to the mode 2.  
When 0q >  , the fundamental harmonics of inverter current and voltage (section RS ) do not 
coincide in phase. The current phase is ahead of the voltage phase ( 0SRϕ > ). Fig. 22a shows 
the dependence of cos SRϕ  on the parameters q  and Lk . From figure 22a it follows that in the 
first mode there is a significant reduction of cos SRϕ  with the increase of the parameter q . 
Dependence of cos SRϕ  on the parameter Lk  is ambiguous, namely, in the first mode 
cos SRϕ  decreases with the increase of Lk , while in the second mode, on the contrary 
increases.  
The phases of the fundamental harmonics of generator voltage and current (section GS  ) are 
always the same ( cos 1SGϕ = ), the power factor in section SG will be determined according 
to (15a) by the relation G SG SG Ro SG iG uGǾ S Ǿ Sχ ν ν∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= = = .  
The RMS of the fundamental harmonic of generator voltage is determined by the following 
expression: 
 
2 22 2
1,2 1,22 2
, 2
3 3( 1)1 3
1
( )2 ( 1) 2 2 2
L
Go rms
L
M Mk qM
u q q
k qq
ω
ω ω ω
∗
∗
∗ ∗ ∗
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
= − − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+
− ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
. (39) 
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Fig. 22. 
Complete RMS of the generator voltage is found from the ratio 
 1,22, 1,22
1 3
( cos ) 1
42 (1 )
Go rms
M
u M
q
ω θ∗ ∗ ⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟
+ ⎝ ⎠ .  (40) 
where: θ - the angle shift between the fundamental harmonic of generator voltage and EMF 
of generator is defined as follows 
1,2
(1 )
2
3
L d
L
q
k q M
arctg
k q M
θ
ω∗
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥+
= ⋅⎢ ⎥
+⎢ ⎥+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
. 
The RMS of fundamental harmonic of the generator current  
 ( )
2
2
, 1,2 1,2 1,22
1 3 1 3
1
22 ( )
Go rms q q Roi M M P
ω ω
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥= − + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
  (41) 
Complete RMS of the generator current is found from the relation (19) and (41). 
In fig.23 the distortion coefficients ( uSGν ) and harmonics ( uSGTHD ) of generator voltage as 
functions of the active power generated ( RoǾ∗ ) and frequency of rotation (ω∗ ) are presented. 
As can be seen from fig.23 the best quality of generator voltage is characteristic for mode 2. 
In addition, analysis of the relations (39) and (40) suggests a reduction factor of harmonics 
uSGTHD with the increase of the parameter q . Similar conclusions can be drawn from the 
consideration of fig. 24, which shows the distortion coefficients ( iSGν ) and harmonics 
( iSGTHD ) of current as a function of the active power generated ( RoǾ∗ ) and frequency of 
rotation (ω∗ ). In the engineering calculations we can take 1iSGν ≈ . 
Power factor of the generator according to (15a), taking into account that cos 1SGϕ = , is 
determined using the relation: G iG uGχ ν ν= . 
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Fig. 23. 
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Fig. 24. 
Dependence of Gχ on the generated active power ( RoǾ∗ ) and the frequency of rotation (ω∗ ) 
is shown in fig.25. From this figure and the previous findings it can be taken: G uGχ ν≈ . 
As expected, the power factor is higher in mode 2. In the mode 1 with a decrease in power 
Gχ  is significantly reduced because of the need to reduce the modulation depth M in order 
to maintain cos 1SGϕ = .  
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Fig. 25. 
From (33), (34) and (35) the conditions can be found under which the maximum power 
maxRoP
∗  (the point where modes 1 and 2 are the same, fig. 20) is attained at the beginning  of 
the limitations of the modulation depth ( 1M = ), i. e. max limRo RoP P
∗ ∗
= holds; the value of 
active power, in the performance of this condition is denoted as maxlimRoP
∗ .  
 
1
2 2 2
maxlim max lim
13
2 1(1 )
L
Ro Ro Ro
L
q k q
P P P
qk q
−
∗ ∗ ∗
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞
− +⎪ ⎪
= = = ⋅ +⎢ ⎥ ⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬
++⎢ ⎥ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
.  (42) 
The power maxlimRoP
∗  can be reached at a frequency of rotation maxlimω ω
∗ ∗
= : 
 ( ){ } 12 22maxlim 3 (1 ) ( )L Lq k q kω −∗ = ⋅ − + + .  (43) 
Taking into account the taken relative units we determine the real value of active power 
maxlimRoP  from the ratio 
( )
1
2 22
2
maxlim
d
13
L 2
ȏ
Ro L
ȏ L
qE
P k q
kω
−⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞
−⎪ ⎪
= ⋅ ⋅ + +⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
. 
Figure 26 shows the active power 2maxlim dLRo ȏ ȏP E ω  and frequency maxlimω∗  as a function 
of the parameter q  at different values of Lk . 
As can be seen from fig.26, the maximum possible active power ( maxlimRoP
∗ ) and the 
corresponding speed of rotation in this mode ( maxlimω
∗ ) occur at q = 0, kL = 1. From (42) and 
(43) we obtain: 
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Fig. 26. 
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Fig. 27. 
 maxlim maxlim
3 2 1.2247 SPWM;3 (2 2 ) 0.6124 SPWM;
1 2 0.7071 SVPWM; 2 1.4142 SVPWM.
RoP ω
∗ ∗
⎧⎧ = −= −⎪ ⎪
= =⎨ ⎨
= − = −⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎩
  (44) 
When we select the power generation system PGS in the WPI, it is convenient to use fig.27. 
In this figure (for q = 0, kL = 1) the trajectory « a b→ »corresponds to the points of maximum 
power ( maxRoP
∗ ) for the different frequencies of rotation ω∗ . At the point « b » 
max maxlimRo RoP P
∗ ∗
= and maxlimω ω
∗ ∗
= . With the further increase in frequencyω∗  to keep the 
value cos 1SGϕ = without the restrictions of the modulation depth it should be the moving 
on a trajectory« b c→ ». If ω∗ →∞  the point « c » is reached. The value of active power at the 
point« c »will be the maximum possible for cos 1SGϕ = . The value of this power is 
0.866
maxlim
3 2 SPWM;
( )
1 SVPWM.
RoP ω
∗ ∗
⎧ = −⎪
→∞ = ⎨
−⎪⎩
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At work of the PGS from WT an active power will change under the law (20). The mode of 
the maximum power with maxWTω ω
∗ ∗
= is desirable by choosing from a condition 
max maxlimWTω ω
∗ ∗
= . 
In this case according to (20) and (44): 
3
max max max maxlim
3
maxlim max
( ) ( ) ;
( ) .
WTo WT WT Ro
Ro WT
P P
P
ω γ ω
γ ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
= ⋅ =
=
 
When we changeω∗  the operating point should move along the trajectory « a b→ » fig.28, 
where the power varies according to the law (20), but cos 1SGϕ = will be retained. For such a 
trajectory the dependences of the amplitude values of generator voltage and current 
( Gou
∗ , Goi
∗ ), the power factor ( SGχ ) and the generated power WTo RoP P∗ ∗=  as a function of the 
frequency of rotation are shown in fig.29. In fig.29a the movement trajectory "« a b→ »" 
occurs in mode 1, in fig.29b, respectively, in mode 2.  
 
∗
RoP
2
lim
2
lim )()(
∗∗ + RqoRo uP
∗
Gqou
 
Fig. 28. 
As follows from fig.29 at work in the 1st mode, despite the fact that cos 1SGϕ =  the power 
factor of the generator has a little value when minWTω ω
∗ ∗→  it is explained by sufficiently 
small value of the coefficient of distortion of the generator voltage at low frequencies. In 
addition, there is a large value of the generator current, so when minWTω ω
∗ ∗→ , 1Goi
∗ →  i.e. 
the current is close to the value of short-circuit current. When working in 2nd mode the 
power factor is much bigger, with the generator current is much smaller than in mode 1. In 
the 2nd mode, the generator voltage has increased, but it is less than the EMF-load of the 
generator current. 
Note that if we want to save cos 1SGϕ =  in the entire working range and 1M ≤  at 
maxWTω ω
∗ ∗
=  as well as to choose the frequency of rotation of WT from the condition 
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max maxlimWTω ω
∗ ∗>  the working point of the trajectory at maximum frequency of rotation and 
maximum power generated will be in the 1st mode (fig.30) and, consequently, will have a 
low value of power factor.  
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Fig. 29. 
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Fig. 30. 
Taking into account the results obtained, we can conclude that the work with cos 1SGϕ =  in the 1st 
mode is not optimal for WPGS, because in  the entire frequency range min max{ , }WT WTω ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗∈  there 
is a large value of the generator current ( 1Goi
∗ →  at minWTω ω
∗ ∗→ ) and a  low power factor ( SGχ ). 
If condition cos 1SGϕ = remain in the range of frequencies min max{ , }WT WTω ω∗ ∗  for WPGS should be 
recommended the second mode, since in this case, the power factor of the generator in the working 
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frequency range min maxw wω ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗< <  is large enough, with the generator current is much smaller 
than in the first mode, but there is an increase in generator voltage. 
Phases of the fundamental harmonics of current and voltage of the generator do not 
coincide. 
In this mode, the angle can be 0 SGϕ>  or 0SGϕ > . Vector diagram for the case 0SGϕ <  is 
shown in fig. 5. Basic relations for the determination of voltages, currents and power in the 
system are given in (14) ÷ (26). For these values of the angle SGϕ , as in the case of 0SGϕ = , 
the same value of power can be obtained in the two modes, corresponding to different 
values of the parameter qM .  
In the general case, when 0, 1Lq k≥ ≥ the active power RoP
∗  is related to qM  by the relation:  
 
22
00 1
qoRo
P uP uP
u UP P
R Rγ
∗∗ ⎛ ⎞
−⎛ ⎞
− ⎜ ⎟+ =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
,  (45) 
where  
2
0 0 2
; 1 ; ; .
1 2 2 2
P
L SG SG
P uP
P
k q tg tg
R U P
q
ϕ ϕω ω ωγ
γ γ
∗ ∗ ∗⎛ ⎞+
= = + = =⎜ ⎟
+ ⎝ ⎠
 
Whence:  
2
2 2 20
1,2 0 1,2 1,2
2 2
( ) ; ; ; .
3 3P P
Ro
qo uP Ro Ro q qo d Ro
P
P P
u U R u P M u M Pγ γ
γ
∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞
−
= − = = =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
∓  
Here the indices "1" and "2" correspond to the 1st and 2d modes in accordance with fig.20. 
Maximum power achievable at a given frequency of rotation (ω∗ ) is defined by the relation:  
 max 0 2Ro P uPP P Rγ ω∗ ∗= + ≡ .  (46) 
Relationships (97) make possible to determine the dependence of the currents and voltages in 
the system as a function of frequency of rotation for different values of the angle SGϕ  and the 
parameters q and kL. Major trends of these relationships can be seen on the graphs (22) ÷ (25). 
Let us consider the choice of mode of the system in WPI, while we assume that 0, 1Lq k= = . 
In this case, the equation (45) in polar coordinates will be:  
 
( ) sec( )sin( );
( ) sec( )sin( )cos( );
( ) sec( )sin( )sin( ).
SG SG
Ro do SG SG
qo SG SG
P U
u
ρ φ ω φ φ ϕ
φ ω ϕ ϕ ϕ φ
φ ω ϕ φ ϕ φ
∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
= +
= = +
= +
  (47) 
Fig.31 shows the nature of the proposed change of the angle ( SGϕ ) of current shift ( Goi∗ ) on 
voltage ( Gou
∗ ) and cos SGϕ  on the frequency of rotation of the shaft of WT. The proposed 
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Fig. 31. 
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Fig. 32. 
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scenario allows us to work with max maxlimWTω ω
∗ ∗>  remaining in the second mode ( maxlimω
∗ is 
defined according to (44)). For this operating point with a maximum power of 
WT max max( )WTo WTP ω
∗ ∗  is compatible with the maximal achievable power maxRoP
∗  (46), (47). In 
addition, we require that the power maxRoP
∗  corresponds to 1M =   (fig.32), i.e.  
max maxlimRo RoP P
∗ ∗
= . 
Angle maxφ  (fig.32) is determined from the equation ( ) 0d
d
ρ φ
φ = , max 4 2
SGϕpiφ = − . 
We will find the frequency of rotation at which the equality max maxlimRo RoP P
∗ ∗
=  is realized, 
from the equation:  max( ) 3 2ρ φ = , it follows that  
 
1
max
3
sec( )sin
2 4 2
SG
SG
ϕpi
ω ϕ
−
∗ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
= +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ .  (48) 
Based on (47) ÷ (48) maxlim
3
cos
2 4 2
SG
RoP
ϕpi∗ ⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ . 
Then we require that  
max max max maxlim; .WT WTo RoP Pω ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= =  
Proceeding from the equation (20) 3 3maxlim max( ) , ( ) ( )Ro WToP Pγ ω ω γ ω∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= = . 
In accordance with fig.31 we take maxSG SGϕ ϕ= − when maxω ω∗ ∗= . The law of change of SGϕ  
in the operating range min max{ , }WT WTω ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗∈  according to fig.31 will look as follows  
min
max
max min
( ) 1 2SG SG
ω ωφ ω ϕ
ω ω
∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗
⎛ ⎞
−
= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
−⎝ ⎠
, 
where min min max maxWT WT D Dω ω ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= = = . 
Then  
1
max
max
3
sec( )sin
2 4 2
SG
SG
ϕpi
ω ϕ
−
∗ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ; 
max
maxlim
3
cos
2 4 2
SG
RoP
ϕpi∗ ⎛ ⎞
= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ . 
The minimum power at minWTω ω
∗ ∗
= : 3min maxlimRo RoP P D
∗ ∗
= . 
The locus corresponding to the frequency of rotation minWTω ω
∗ ∗
=  is: 
min max max( ) sec( )sin( )WT SG SGρ φ ω ϕ φ ϕ∗= + . 
The angle minφ φ= at minWTω ω∗ ∗= is determined from the equation  
3
min max min max min maxlimsec( )sin( )cosWT SG SG RoP Dω ϕ φ ϕ φ∗ ∗+ =  
 
maxlim
min 1 max max2
max max
min 2 min 1 max
1
arcsin 2 sin( ) ;
2 sec( )
2 ( ).
Ro
SG SG
WT SG
SG
P
D
φ ϕ ϕ
ω ϕ
φ pi φ ϕ
∗
∗
⎡ ⎤
= − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= − +
  (49) 
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In the relation (49) angles min 1φ  and min 2φ  correspond to the 1st and 2d modes.  
When the rotation frequency min maxWT WTω ω
∗ ∗↔ changes the two trajectories are possible 
(fig.32), namely, « a c↔ » and « a b↔ » with the first corresponding to the system in the 1st 
mode, and the second - in the 2nd mode.  
As already noted, the first mode is characterized by the low value of power factor and the 
big value of current. For this reason, the second trajectory is desirable, i.e. work in the 
second mode. In this case:  
2 2( ) 2 ( ) 3 ; ( ) 2 ( 2) [ ( )] [ ( )] ( ) .d WTo q WTo SG WToM P M P tg Pω ω ω ω ω ω ω ϕ ω ω∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= = + − +  
For max 12SGϕ pi= , 2D =  and 3D =  the result of calculation in fig. 33, when 
min max{ , }WT WTω ω ω
∗ ∗ ∗∈ . 
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                                          (a)                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 33. 
As can be seen from the figure 33 that choice of scenario allows a wide range of changes of 
the frequency of rotation by increasing the value of maxω
∗ at the given value of cos SGϕ . 
Dependence of maxω
∗  on the given value of the angle maxSGϕ  is presented in fig.34, which 
implies that the maximum achievable value of the frequency maxω
∗  for a given scenario of 
control is equal to 3 .  
It should be noted that the selected above the linear law of change of ( )SGϕ ω∗  is not unique. 
In that case, if for the area of installing of WPI the prevailing wind speed is known, then the 
frequency of rotation of the shaft of WT is calculated and at an obtained frequency the point 
with cos 1SGϕ =  is selected. The law of changes the function ( )SGϕ ω∗  can be optimized 
according to the change in the winds, with equality cos SGϕ  at the extreme points of the 
operating range min max{ , }WT WTω ω
∗ ∗  is not obligatory.  
Thus, the scenario of the WPGS system working according to the given law of change of cos SGϕ  
with change of WTω
∗  allows to increase the maximum operating frequency of rotation while 
maintaining the 2-second mode, which is characterized by relatively high value of power factor. 
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Fig. 34. 
4. Basic power indicators in the circuit "voltage inverter - electrical network" 
The schematic diagram of the circuit "voltage inverter - electrical network» taking into 
account the accepted assumptions is shown in fig.35.  The estimated mathematical model of 
the electrical circuit is shown in fig. 4. 
 
dcU
dcC
1VT 2VT 3VT
`1VT `2VT `3VT
u v w
Iuu
uNu ` vNu ` wNu `
fIL
Iui Ivi Iwi IS
`NS
dcS
 
Fig. 35. 
Voltage of the electrical network changes according to the law: 
[ ]` ` cos ( 1)2 3 ; ; 1,2,3 ( , , ).N m Nu U m t m u v wυ pi υ= − − = Ω =   
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Change laws of the inverter control signals are cos( ) ,Icm c mu u θ=  where 
( 1)2 3 ;m Icmθ υ pi ϕ= − − +  
Taking into account the accepted assumptions the mathematical model of an electric circuit 
in rotating system of coordinates, under condition of orientation on an axis of voltage of an 
electric network q, will look like: 
 `I N I I I I I I
d
L L
dt
− = + + ⋅Ωu u r i i i ,  (50) 
where: tI Id Iqu u⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦u , [ ]` `0 tN NU=u , tI Id Iqi i⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦i  - vectors of the inverter voltage 
and the mains voltage, vector of the inverter currents; `NU  - the peak value of network 
voltage; { },I I Idiag=r r r , Ir  - the resistance of inductance of power filter and of the 
transformer windings; IL - the equivalent inductance of the power filter and the transformer 
leakage inductance; 
0
0
−Ω⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥Ω⎣ ⎦
Ω , Ω  - circular frequency of the network voltage. 
Neglecting the active resistance the ratio (50) can be written in a scalar form  
 `, .
gd Iq
Id I I Iq Iq N I d Id
di di
u L L i u U L L i
dt dt
Σ≈ −Ω ⋅ − ≈ + Ω ⋅   (51) 
A mathematical model of the inverter will be determined by the relations (5) ÷ (8). In these 
relationships we take: `3dc N UdcU U δ= ⋅ ⋅ , where  `3 NU⋅  - is the minimal possible voltage 
in a direct current link with SPWM, Udcδ  - is excess of the minimal possible voltage of a link 
of a direct current. 
As before, in order to preserve the universality of the results of the analysis, we introduce 
the following relative units: ` ; ;ȏ N ȏE U ω= = Ω  ;ȏ ȏ IX Lω=  ;ȏ Șȕ ȏ ȏI I Е X= =  
3 2 ; ;ȏ ȏ ȏ I cIS E I a ω= = Ω  where cIω  - a cyclic frequency of the PWM inverter. 
Taking into account relative units the equation (51) will become:  
, 1 ,
IqId
Id Iq Iq Id
didi
u i u i
d dυ υ
∗∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= − − = +  
where tυ = Ω . 
The voltages Idu
∗  and Iqu
∗  are determined by the relations 
; ;Id Ido Id RIq Iqo Iqu u u u u u
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= + ∆ = + ∆  
3 3 3 3
sin( ) ; cos( ) ;
2 2 2 2
Ido Udc Rc Udc d Iqo Udc Rc Udc qu M M u M Mδ ϕ δ δ ϕ δ∗ ∗= − = − = − =  
here Idou
∗ , Iqou
∗  - the orthogonal components in the d and q coordinates of the fundamental 
harmonic of inverter voltage; Idu
∗∆ , Iqu
∗∆  - the orthogonal components in the d and q 
coordinates of the high-frequency harmonics of inverter voltage. 
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We will define the high-frequency harmonics for SPWM from the relations (14). 
The equation for the inverter current can be represented as the sum of the fundamental ( Idoi
∗ , 
Iqoi
∗ ) and the high frequency ( Idi
∗∆ , Iqi
∗∆ ) harmonics ;Id Ido Id Iq Iqo Iqi i i i i i
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= + ∆ = + ∆ . 
The fundamental harmonic of the inverter current is determined by the relation  
; 1.Iqo Ido Id Iqoi u i u
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= − = −  
The high-frequency harmonics of the inverter current for SPWM are determined from the 
relations (16). 
We assume such a control law of inverter, when the WPI in electrical circuit generates only 
an active power. Then the vector diagram for the fundamental harmonic of current and 
voltage will have the form shown in fig.36. 
Under such a control 1; ; 0.Iqo Io Iqo Ido Idu i i u i
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= = = − =  Generated in the electrical network 
active power is: 
 No Iqo Io IdoP i i u
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= = = − .  (52) 
Vector diagram for the orthogonal components ( ,d qM M ) of the inverter control signal in «d 
q» coordinates is presented in fig.37  
The quantities ,d qM M  and Icϕ  are determined by the relations:  
 * *2 /( 3 ), 2 /( 3 ), /q Udc d No Udc Ic d q SNoM M P arctgM M arctgPδ δ ϕ= = = = .     (53) 
The linear range of work of the inverter is limited by a condition:  
2 2
1 ;
( ) ( ) 2
.
3
d q
SPWM
M M
SVPWM
−⎧⎪
+ ≤ ⎨
−⎪⎩
 
 
 
Fig. 36. 
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Fig. 37. 
From (53) (in the case of equality), we obtain an expression for the maximum active power 
( maxNoP
∗ ), which can be transferred to the electricity grid without distortion of the current.  
max
2
3
1,1
2
( ) 1, .
Udc
No
Udc
SPWM
P
SVPWM
δ
δ
∗
⎧ ⎛ ⎞⎪
−⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎜ ⎟
= ⎨ ⎝ ⎠⎪
− −⎪⎩
 
The dependence of maxNoP
∗  on the value of Udcδ  is shown in fig.38, which implies that the 
minimum value of minUdcδ  at which the generation of active power begins is given by:  
min
2
;
3
1 .
Udc
SPWM
SVPWM
δ
⎧
−⎪
= ⎨⎪
−⎩
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Fig. 38. 
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Dependence of the active power NoP
∗ from the relative values of voltage in the DC link 
'/ 3Udc dc NU Uδ = and the depth (index) of modulation M can be found from the following 
relation: 
 2( 3 / 2) 1No UdcP Mδ∗ = − .  (54) 
Taking into account the active losses in the output circuit of the generating system an 
expression for the fundamental harmonic current and the active power will look like  
2
2
2
1 2
[1 ( ) ] 1 ;
1 ( ) 3
Io No R R
R Udc
i P
M
ω ω
ω δ
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪
= = ⋅ − + + −⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟+ ⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
 
where R ȏR Xω∗ = , R - the equivalent active resistance of the inverter phase. 
Graph of this dependence (at 0Rω
∗
= ) for SPWM and SVPWM is shown in fig.39, which 
implies that the adjustment range of active power decreases with decreasing of Udcδ . It 
should be noted that when working on electrical network application of SVPWM can 
significantly increase the active power. As follows from fig.40 for each the value of 
Udcδ there is a minimum value of modulation depth minM  below which the generating 
active power is equal to zero min 2 ( 3 )UdcM δ= . 
The dependence of minM  on Udcδ is shown in fig.40. 
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Fig. 39. 
We determine how vary the coefficients of harmonics ( iITHD ) and distortions ( iIν ) of the 
inverter current. In accordance with the relations (52) and (19) the effective value of the 
fundamental harmonic of inverter current ( ,Io rmsi
∗ ), its fluctuating components ( ,I rmsi
∗∆ ) and 
the total effective value ( ,I rmsi
∗ ) are defined as follows:  
 , 2Io rms Noi P
∗ ∗
= , ( )
1
2 22
, 1 2 2
3 1
( 1) ( 1)
Udc I
I rms
I I
a
i J M
X a a
δ
pi
pi
∗
∗
Σ
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+∆ = ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⋅ + −⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
, 2 2, , ,( ) ( )I rms Io rms I rmsi i i
∗ ∗ ∗
= + ∆  (55) 
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Fig. 40. 
In fig.41 the dependence of the magnitudes iITHD and iIν  as a function of the depth of 
modulation M with 1.3Udcδ =  is presented. As follows from this figure, the qualitative 
indicators of a current are much worse with a decrease in modulation depth, while the value 
0.05iITHD = is reached at 1M →  and 1.3Udcδ ≥ . For the Russian standards, the quality of 
the generated electric current in the WPI network must fulfill the condition 0.05iITHD ≤ . It 
should also be noted that iITHD  practically does not depend on the inductance IL  and is 
determined only by the multiplicity of frequencies Ia  and the ratio of voltages Udcδ . 
Taking into account that the phase of the inverter current coincides with the phase of 
voltage of the electrical network, as well as a sinusoidal change of the voltage, taking into 
account the relations (13) we obtain the following expression for the power factor in the 
cross section NS : N No N iIǾ Sχ ν∗ ∗= = . 
We define the changes in iITHD  and iIν  in the WPI, as function of the frequency of rotation 
of the shaft of WT. We assume 
 3max( )WTo WTP γ ω ω∗ = ⋅ .   (56) 
We define the coefficient γ according to the condition max max( )WTo WT NoP Pω∗ ∗= , then 
maxNoPγ ∗= . Based on the (54) and (56) we obtain the dependence of modulation depth on 
the frequency of rotation of the shaft of WT 
 
23
max
max
2
1
3
No
WTUdc
M P
ω
ωδ
∗
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥= ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
.  (57) 
In fig.42 the dependence of M on maxWTω ω for the two types of modulation (SPWM and 
SVPWM) is presented. It implies that the modulation depth varies slightly. 
Knowing the dependence of M on maxWTω ω , we can determine the changes of the 
qualitative characteristics of the generated energy as the function of the frequency of 
rotation of the shaft of WT. For this we use the relations (55) (57). 
In fig.43 graphs of iITHD and iIν on maxWTω ω for SPWM are presented. 
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Fig. 41. 
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Fig. 42. 
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Fig. 43. 
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Given that in the powerful WPI multiplicity of frequencies Ia  is limited by the dynamic 
losses in the semiconductor switches, we can conclude that it is impossible to satisfy the 
requirements of the quality of the generated energy by increasing the PWM frequency, as in 
the case of SPWM, and when SVPWM.  
There is a positive impact of increase in the parameter Udcδ on the quality of electric power, 
but it leads to a significant increase in the DC link voltage and, consequently, to increase of 
the installed capacity of the electric power converter. 
The solution of this problem can be modification of the voltage inverter circuit or reducing 
the range of power change implementing SVPWM. 
When constructing the WPI of MW capacity and more one should be guided by the 
multilevel inverter circuits.  
However, one of the ways of solving the problem may be the shunting "m" inverters 
connected to a DC voltage source controlled by the same modulating signal at the output of 
each phase, but the time of entry gates are shifted relative to each other in frequency ω and 
at an angle 2 mpi that is carried out, for example, in bilateral sinusoidal PWM introducing of 
m sources of reference signals with a specified phase shift. This decision, in addition to 
improving the quality of energy, increases its level, providing a modular inverter and 
system as a whole. The modular principle of the considered WPGS also has the advantage 
that it can save about the same level of efficiency of large and small rotational velocities, 
which provided by the different numbers of modules in the function of the frequency of 
rotation of the shaft of the wind turbine. Fig.44 shows an example of parallel connection of 
m inverters. 
In parallel connection, each inverter independently from the other forms voltage Iiu , which 
value can be determined in accordance with the relation (6). This parallel connection is 
possible if the parallel channels have no common inductance, i.e. each channel operates on 
the electrical network, or at the entrance of a transformer there is a capacitive filter on which 
high-frequency ripple voltage is practically equal to zero.  
Each of the phases of such a system can be represented as an equivalent circuit (fig.45). For 
this scheme the following relations are fair 
1
m
I Ii
i
i i
=
=∑ , 
1
1
;
m
I
eI Ii Ie
i
L
u u L
m m
=
= =∑ , 
1
m
dc dci
i
i i
=
=∑ , 
where eIu , IeL  - the equivalent internal voltage and inductance. 
The total generated power of the system of m channels will be determined by the 
ratio ` `
1
m
N o N oi
i
P P
=
=∑ , where `N oiP  - the active power of the i-th channel. 
Fig.46 shows an example [2] of calculated the equivalent inverter voltage waveform ( Ieu ) 
and locus of voltage Idqu
∗  at 3m = . Locus structure is similar to the equivalent multi-level 
inverter. This conclusion is illustrated by the amplitude-frequency spectrum of the current 
Ii  given at fig.47 for the three options 1,3m =  (at 20Ia = ). 
Increase in the number of channels leads to exclusion from the spectrum of the current of 
groups of combinational harmonics with frequencies ;kIn p n mν ω= ⋅ ± ⋅Ω < . 
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Calculations show that a reduction in the harmonics of load current ( )iI mTHD  when you 
turn on m parallel channels can be estimated by the ratio 2( ) (1)iI m iITHD THD m= , where 
(1)iITHD - the coefficient of harmonics with m = 1. 
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Fig. 46. 
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Not identical distribution of the active power between the “two neighboring” channels can 
be evaluated using the following relation  
2
( ) ( 1)
( ) ( 1)
1
* 100% 100%
4
No i No i
PN
INo i No i
P P
m aP P
piδ
∗ ∗
+
∗ ∗
+
− ⎛ ⎞
= ≈ ⎜ ⎟
⋅+ ⎝ ⎠
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Fig. 47. 
The dependence of PNδ  on the multiplicity of frequencies for different m is shown in fig.48, 
which implies that when ȎI <8 and m = 2, imprecision in the distribution of active power 
does not exceed one percent. With the increasing m the error decreases. 
Thus, with the reasonable accuracy it can be assumed that 
(1) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
.. .. ,
m
No No i No m No No i
i
P P P P P∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
=
= = = = =∑ . 
The analysis shows that the parallel connection of the channels leads to a decrease in the 
number of groups of combination harmonics in the amplitude-frequency spectrum dci , the 
amplitude of high-frequency harmonics decreases. The power factor ( ( )Sdc mχ ) and the 
inactive power ( SdcQ ) in the section dcS at the voltage inverter input (fig.44) subject to m 
parallel channels can be estimated using the relations of the form [2]:  
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( ) ( ) ( )
1
2
(1)
( ) 2 22
(1)
1 ( ) 1
1
( )
SdcNo
Sdc m
Sdc
No Sdc
P
mP Q
χ
χ
χ
−⎡ ⎤
−⎢ ⎥= ≈ + ⋅⎢ ⎥+ ⎣ ⎦
 , 2( )1 ( ) 1Sdc No Sdc mQ P χ= ⋅ − , (58) 
where (1)Sdcχ , ( )Sdc mχ  - power ratios in the cross section dcS of one channel and m channels 
respectively. 
From (58) we can conclude that an increase in the number of parallel channels included in 
the input power increases the component of active power and virtually unchanged a 
reactive power. Thus, the parallel connection of m channels leads to an increase in the 
power generated by m times, to a decrease of ratio of harmonics of the generated current by 
factor of about m2 while maintaining the multiplicity of frequencies ȎI, the specific reactive 
power of capacitor (Cf) in the chain of dc decreases by m times. When we save the value of 
the coefficient of harmonics of generated current the shunting channels can reduce the 
multiplicity of frequencies ȎI by approximately m2 times.  
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Fig. 48. 
Thus, the analysis of energy data in the circuit "voltage inverter - electrical network" provides an 
opportunity for an analytical assessment of the main parameters and detects trends in integrated 
settings, and characteristics when changing operating modes and control algorithms. When using the 
voltage inverter of WPI on the electrical network of the power quality of output current varies 
considerably. So, for example, at a range of change of frequency of rotation of a shaft of the wind 
turbine 2D ≥  it is practically impossible to provide at real parameters 0.05iITHD ≤  of the power 
scheme of the inverter in all range of frequencies of rotation. This problem is solved by using 
SVPWM, multi-level converter circuit, or using the modular principle of the converter. The modular 
construction principle allows increasing the efficiency of WPGS at low frequencies by turning off the 
multiple channels. This solution allows extending the working range of wind speeds of WPI. The 
principle of modular converter can be extended to WPGS; in this case the generation system is 
constructed, as shown in fig.49. Here, as an example, a system of 4-channel generation is presented. 
Fig.50 shows the change in power in one channel to generate at different ranges of speed of shaft of 
WT. It would start one channel, then two, three and four. Increase in the number of working modules 
reduces the current range of each module, which increases the efficiency of the system at low wind 
speeds; this increases the maximum capacity of the system, generated by maintaining its high quality. 
According to this principle the WPI «Raduga-1A" 1 MW was designed and built near Elista. 
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Fig. 50. 
5. Conclusions 
1. A mathematical model for analysis of energy characteristics of electric power generation system 
consisting of a synchronous generator with excitation from permanent magnets, the active 
rectifier and the voltage inverter with PWM is considered.  
2. Various algorithms to control the active rectifier and inverter for variable speed wind turbine 
shaft are analyzed.  
3. Analytical relations for the calculation of currents, voltages and power generation in the system 
are obtained. 
4. Recommendations on the choice of control algorithms and structural circuits of the generation 
electrical energy at a variable speed shaft WT are given. 
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